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A Celebration of Martin Luther King, Jr. 
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A Celebration of Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Dana Wilson*, director 
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Jon Riss, piano; Kevin Gobetz, bass; Colleen Clark, drums 
Janet Galvan*, conductor 
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Dominique Legaux '10, Maxwell Lawrence '09, readers 
Department of Theatre Arts 
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Ithaca College Trombone Troupe 
Richard Edwards*, conduct01 
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John White*, piano 
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Maxwell Lawrence, reader 
Scott Joplin 
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Steven Mauk*, saxophone 
Diane Birr*, piano ,. 
"~oshua Fit the Battle of Jericho 
Ithaca College Choir 
Lawrence Doebler*, conductor 
Dr. King and the Civil Rights Era 
Reading: Dr. King's speech in Memphis (excerpt) 
Dominique Legaux, reader 
I Dream a World Text: Langston Hughe& 
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Ithaca College Chorus 
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Janet Galvan*, conductor 
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Amani Gospel Singers 
Traditional 
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Tyrone Rhabb, drums 
David Cruz , director 
Reading: King's spirit in the oratory of Barack Obama 
Maxwell Lawrence, reader 
My Lord What a Morning 
A Movement for Rosa 
Carami Hilaire, soprano 
John White*, piano 
Ithaca College Wind Ensemble 
Stephen Peterson*, conductor 
We Shall Overcome 




We Shall Overcome 
We shall overcome, we shall overcome 
We shall overcome someday 
Oh, deep in my heart, I do believe 
We shall overcome someday 
We'll walk hand in hand .... 
We shall live in peace .... 
We are not afraid, we are not afraid 
We shall overcome someday 
Yes, deep in my heart, I do believe 
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44th President of the United States 
I have a dream that my four little children will one day live in a nation where they will 
not be judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their character. 
--Martin Luther King, Jr. 
